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Our scientijc power has 
outrun our spiritual power. 

We have guided missiles 
and misguided man. 

-Martin Luther King, Jr., 1963 

S ecretary of Energy 
Hazel O'Leary an- 

nounced on December 7, 
1993 that the nuclear es- 
tablishment had conducted 
radiation experiments on 
humans since the 1940s. It 
was a stunning admission 

Radiation 
Clean-Up 
Standards 

by Annie Makhijani 
and Bret Leslie 

s the Cold War grinds A to a halt, the US. 
is forced to turn its atten- 
tion from the production 
of nuclear weapons to the 
cleanup of the nuclear 
weapons complex and other 
sites contaminated by ra- 
dioactivity. One of the 
common buzzwords from 
this new period is "D & 
D," which is not a fantasy 
game (one hopes) but 
"Decontamination and De- 
commissioning". Decon- 
tamination is the "cleaning 

- the first time that the In 1947, railroad porterElmer Allenwasinjected up" process in which ra- 
head of a nuclear weapons with plutonium as part of a secret experiment. dioactive contamination at 
agency had stood before the a site is reduced to accept- 

. ~ e o ~ l e  it was ~ledeed to able levels for future pub- 
I r r . - 

protect to admit the awful truth example, the Department of lic use. For example, by scraping 
k that it had experimented on them. Defense deliberately released up contaminated soil, consolidat- 

I "The only thing I could think of See "Experiments"-p. 2 ing and storing radioactive mate- 
r was Nazi Gemany," she told rials appropriately, and taking other 

New~week.~ similar-thoughts un- 'Thisarticleispatly derivedfroman d c l e  See "Clean-upn-. I0 
in the Mach 1994 issue of the Bulletin of doubtedly crossed the minds of 

millions, who wondered how the zNewsweek, December 27.1993. o. 15. 
- 

citizens of a counhy with demo- 'Also involved were the ~ e ~ & n t  of 
Defense (DOD). the National Aeronautics matic checks and and Space Administration (NASA), the 

havebeen used as unwitting guinea hpamnentofVeteransm,theCentral 
pigs. Intelligence Agency, and the Veterans 

Administration. 
It was soon apparent that other us. GAO. "Nuclear ~eal th  and safety: 

agencies, beyond the Department Examples of Post World War URadiation 
Releases at U.S. Nuclear Sites." (GAOI O) of Energy7 had been in RECD-94-51FS). Washington. D.C., 

1 human radiation experiments? For November 1993. 
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radionuclides into the air from 1948 
to 1952 in order to design and test 
radiation  weapon^.^ Such weapons, 
discussed as far back as the Man- 
hattan Project, are designed to 
create temporarily high radiation 
fields to kill or debilitate enemy 
soldiers. Secretary O'Leary, in 
effect, opened a Pandora's box of 
U.S. radiation testing on humans. 

Purposes of the 
w- 

The accompanying table on 
pages 4 and 5 shows a list of many 
of the human radiation experiments 
categorized according to the five 
goals of the funding agencies. Some 
experiments may have had more 
than one purpose; for example, 

some involving external exposure 
to sick people were purportedly to 
treat cancers. The objectives of the 
experiments will not be entirely 
known until we have more docu- 
mentation. 

Nameless Subjects 
This is not a new story, despite 

the impression that recent, intense 
media coverage conveys. In 1986, 
Congressman Edward Markey of 
Massachusetts released a report 
called "American Nuclear Guinea 
Pigs," documenting many of the 
radiation experiments on U.S. 
citizens and calling for further 
inve~tigation.~ Yet at the time, 
the Department of Energy denied 
that anything unethical had been 
done, and the report went largely 
unnoticed. 
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There are several reasons why 
the experiments have generated a 
public outcry in 1993-94 and did 
not in 1986. First, the Department 
of Energy is slowly trying to re- 
define itself according to post Cold 
War reality, thanks in large part 
to Secretary O'Leary. Second, the 
1986 Markey report released in- 
formation about nameless human 

Somehow the thought of 
"Cal-3" being injected 

with plutonium was less 
offensive to the public 
than "Elmer Allen" 
. . .being injected. 

subjects. It took a reporter from 
the Albuquerque Tribune -Eileen 
Welsome - uncovering the iden- 
tities of some of the subjects for 
the public to listen. Somehow the 
thought of "Cal-3" being injected 
with plutonium was less offensive 
to the public than "Elmer Allen," 
a down-on-his-luck railroad por- 
ter being injected in his injured 
leg, in which he was told he had 
bone cancer; his leg was then 
amputated. 

A Question of Ethics 
The names of the experiment- 

ers are also integral to understand- 
ing and redressing the experiments. 
As more information about the 
experiments comes to light, dis- 
turbing ethical questions also arise. 

See "Experiments"-p. 3 

'Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and 
Power of (he Committee on Energy and 
Commerce, U.S. Houseof Representatives, 
"American Nuclear Guinea Pigs: Three 
Decades of Radiation Experiments on U.S. 
citizens." Washington. D.C. November 
1986. Also knownasthe "Markey Repon." 
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Many of the exrimenters are still 
alive and most are now scrambling 
to defend their actions. A number 
are joined by sympathetic col- 
leagues. One physics professor 
recently claimed in a letter to the 
Boston Globe that "our real dan- 
ger is not from gamma 
radiation ... but from the pandering 
to fear and ignorance of gullible 
journalists and ambitious politi- 
cian~."~ However, scientists defend- 
ing the experimenters are finding 
slippery footing on the moral high 
ground. 

Many of the human experiment- 
ers now claim that not enough 

6AlanCmmer,"RadiationexperimenfS:Why 
all the upmar?" Boston Globe, 7 January 
1994. 

'For instance. the amounts of plutonium 
injectedinthehumanexperim~tconductd 
by Los Alamos and the University of W RochestrrSchmlofMedicineandDentis~ 
during 1945-47 ranged from 0.095 to 5.9 
micmuries, which wereabout2.4 times to 
14.7 times the 'lolerance dose" of 0.04 
m i m u r i e s  set for workers in 1944 in the 
Manhattan F'mject: the average dose was 
0.35 micmcurics. or almost nine times the 
"tolerance dose" according to Patricia 
Durbin of the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory. She stated in testimony that 
this standard for 'lolerance dose" was 
esrablishcd atalevelat which"noclinically 
detectable biologicaldamage wouldresult" 
during an exposed worker'sentire lifetime. 
The standard was based mainly on animal 
sNdies and on analysis of the deaths of 
radiumdialpainters in theearly p a  of this 
century. In other words doses p t l y  in 
excess of those thought not to pmduce 
damage were given to all the plutonium- 
injection experimental subjects. Pahicia 
Durbin, testimony before the House 
SubcommineeonEnergy Conservationand 
Power, House Committee on Energy and 
Commerce. U.S. HouseofReoresentatives. 
January 18, 1994. 
Colonel Stafford L. Warren, "Report on 
Test I1 at Trinitv. 16 Julv 1945." 
memorandum to ~ i j o r  ~ e n e t h   rove^. 
July 21, 1945. Located in the Modem 
Militarv Branch of the National Archives. 

-. 
Power, 1986, p.2. 

was known about radiation to 
recognize that it might harm the 
subjects of the experiments. While 
it is true that risk estimates of ex- 
posure to low levels of radiation 
have increased over the decades, 
the dangers of radiation exposure 
were well known during the era 
of the experimentation, which ex- 
tended into the early 1970s: In 
the late 1950s, radiation standards 
for workers were set at 5 rem per 
year, the same as they are today. 

Even the dangers from lower 
levels of radiation - comparable 
to downwind fallout from atmo- 
spheric testing - were well rec- 
ognized. For instance, Colonel 
Stafford L. Warren, chief of ra- 
diological safety, studied the wide- 
spread fallout produced by the very 
fust nuclear weapons test in New 
Mexico on July 16, 1945 and rec- 
ommended that no tests be con- 
ducted within 150 miles of human 
habitation? 

Despite the experimenters' 

protestations that the doses were 
low and therefore not dangerous, 
many of the experiments were 
designed to induce harm. Among 
these was the irradiation of the 
testicles of prisoners. The irradia- 
tion levels ranged up to 600 rads, 
known even during the Manhat- 
tan Project to be very dangerous. 
Another example was the injec- 
tion of uranium salts into subjects 
at the University of Rochester in 
1946 and 1947 at levels that would 
produce injury to the kidneys? 

Finally, many of the experi- 
ments are especially upsetting 
because of the type of human 
subjects chosen to receive the ra- 
diation. In case after case, the 
subjects were in a compromised 
or powerless position. For example, 
some subjects were prisoners, oth- 
ers poor, pregnant, children, eld- 
erly, people of color, or believed 
to be mentally ztarded. Some were 
soldiers or military personnel who 

See "Experimentsn-p. 4 

I 
SDA is a great publication. 

I love and admire the way you 
guys work to de-mystify nuclear 
physics/power/weapons. As a 
math guy and former math 
teacher who also tried to make 
math meaningful, fun and ac- 
cessible, I particularly appreci- 
ate what you do. Most of my 
work these days is advocacy of 
bicycling, car-reduction and "full- 
cost pricing" of cars and trucks. 

Charlie Komanoff 
New York, NY 

... What an array after read- 
ing SDA's report. What kind of 

a country (and world) did my 
folk bring me into in 1910? I 
think I love my country! But 
why? For what it could be, and 
the good people in it, I guess. 

Harvey G. Baker, 
Daytona Beach, FL 

Many thanks for the back is- 
sues of your newsletter. As an 
information source for my Si- 
erra Club work,. . .it is extremely 
valuable! 

Anne H. Ehrlich, 
Dept. of Biological Sciences, 
Stanford University 
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felt they had to follow orders. In 
many cases, no informed consent 
was given, or the subjects did not 
even know they had been exposed 
to radiation. 

Deceit in the System 
Clearly, many of the experi- 

menters were not concerned with 

the health or well-being of their 
subjects. This lack of concern for 
the U.S. public was mirrored in 
the nuclear establishment that 
employed them. 

By 1947, spreading fallout on 
enemy temtory was considered 
potentially a major part of atomic 
warfare. A special board was 
formed to explore the use of "ra- 
dioactive mists" generated after an 

underwater nuclear explosion as a 
means to create terror among ci- 
vilians in enemy countries. Ironi- 
cally, the same terror of radioactive 
mists afflicted U.S. citizens living 
downwind of test sites (down- 
winders), who were exposed to 
fallout from atmospheric testing. 
But instead of conducting their 
testing program in conformity with 

See "Experiments"-p. 6 

Some Examples of Radiation Experimentation on Humans1 
compiled by David Kershner 

Ion for spying on the Soviet Nuclear Weapons Complex 

1 1949 I intentional release of iodine-131 to environment 

intentional release of radioactive material to 1 1950 1 theenvimnment 

AEC', Air Force' 

Los Alamos Lab., Air Force' 

I radiation \ 

1948 I intentional release of lanthanum-140 to environment I AEC1 

1949-52 I intentional release of tantalum-182 and possibly other Amy, AEC, Air Force' 
radioactive material to the environment 

Experiments to determine the effects of radiation on ability of military personnel to function on the nuclear battlefield 
andlor effects of radiation on astronauts 

1943-44 I whole body irradiation by x-rays I Univ. of Chicago' 

exposure of hands to radioactive material 

exposure of pilots to mushroom clouds from nuclear tests 

whole body irradiation by x-rays 

whole body gamma irradiation 

Foster D. Snell (consulting firm), 
Monsantoz 

Air Force1 

Univ. of Cincinnati] 

Oak Ridge Inst. of 
Nuclear Studies (TN)" 

early 1970s I neutron and ion beam irradiation 1 Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory2 

I Occupational exposure to external radiation I 
exposure of skin to beta rays 

exposure of fingers to radioactive material 

exposure of skin to radium-224 

Clinton Lab. (Oak Ridge, TN)' 

Univ. of Chicago' 

New York Univ.2 

* Categories are those considered most appropriate from publicly available evidence. The purpose is not nlways explicitly stated and in this 
case represents judgments made by lEER staff. 

1963.1971 irradiation of the testicles of prisoners by x-rays Pacific Northwest Research 
Found., Univ. of Wash.2b 
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-, I Experiments to dr i of radioac live materi; 

i 

" AEC=U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, UCSF=Univ. of California, San Francisco. 
MIT=Massachusetts lnslitute of Technology, ORNL=Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

"ome of these experiments may fit  into other categories, and some may have had military applications 

Sources: 
'US .  GAO. Examples of Posl World War 11 Radiaiion Releases a1 U.S. Nuclear Sires. GAOIRCED-94-5 IFS. November 1993; 
'U.S. House of Representatives, "American Nuclear Guinea Pigs: Three Decades of Radiation Experiments on U.S. Citizens," November 1986: 
'Cot~~ressional Record-Senare. S 1637 1. October 15. 197 1. 
'Rosenberg. Howard. "Informed Consent." Mother Jones. Sepl.10~1. 1981, pp. 31-37.44, 
'Hahn. Paul F.. el al. Journal of Obsrerrics and Gynecology. Vol. 61. No. 3. March 1951. - 

1943-47 

1945-47 

1946-47 

late 40s 

1946-56 

1950,1952 

1953-57 

?(results 
published '59) 

1960s 

1961-63 

1961-1965 

? (results 
published '62) 

1963 

1962-65 

1965 

1965-73 

1967 

? (results 
published '68) 

Notes: 

polonium injections 

plutonium injections 

injections of U-234 and U-235 uranium nitrate 
to induce renal injury 

administration of radioactive iron to pregnant women 

ingestion of radioactive iron and calcium 

exposure of skin to tritium; also some by ingestion 
and inhalation 

uranium injections 

calcium-45 and strontium-85 injections 

U-235 and manganese-54 ingestion 

ingestion of real and simulated fallout h m  nuclear tests 

radium and thorium injectionslingestion 

ingestion of lanthanum-140 

phosphorus42 injections 

intentional release of iodine-131 
to environmenr/ingestion 

technetium-95 (metastable) and 
technetium-96 injectionslingestion 

inhalation of argon-4llingestion 
of various radioactive isotopes 

promethium-143 injectionslingestions 

lead-212 ingestions/injections 

Univ. of Rochester2 

Manhattan Dishict Hospital 
(Oak Ridge), UCSP, Univ. of 
Rochester, Univ. of Chicagd 

Univ. of Rochester' 

Vanderbilt Univ.' 

MlP,  Harvard' 

Los Alamos Scientific Lab.' 

Mass. General Hospital (Boston). 
O R W  

Columbia Univ., Montefiore 
Hosp. (Bronx, New York)' 

Los Alamos Sci. Lab.' 

Univ. of Chicago, Argonne 
National Laboratory? 

MIF 

Oak Ridge Inst. 
of Nuclear Studies' 

Battelle Memorial Institute 
(Richland. Washington)' 

ORNL, Nat'l Reactor 
Testing Station (1D)Z 

Pacific Northwest Lab.' 

AEC? 

Hanford Env. Health Found., 
Battelle Memorial2 

Univ. of Rochester2 
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wm the hope of extrapolating the 
continued from p. 4 results to man. This proposal is a 

the recommendation of the chief direct attack on our problem. I'm 
of radiological safety, the nuclear for support at the requested level 
establishment waged a campaign , as long as we are not liable. 
to convince the people of the United 
States that fallout from testing was 
not harmful. One document deemed "I wonder about 
it "a matter of reeducation" to con- the vossible . 
vince the U S .  public to "accept 
the possibility of an atomic explo- 

carcinogenic effects 
sion within a matter of a hundred of.. . treatments. " 

compensating a few hundred or a 
few thousand victims. In doing so n 
they would let an historic oppor- - 
tunity slip by. 

First, the scope of the inquiry 
needs to include atomic veterans, 
downwinders and workers who 
were exposed to radiation and other 
dangers from weapons production 
and testing. Second, scientific is- 
sues as well as ethical ones are 
involved. The quality of the sci- 

or so miles of their homes."10 -DI: Charles Edington, ence that the DOE and its con- 
The legal maneuvering of the tractors did on health and 

nuclear establishment also reveals Human radiation environmental issues has often been 
a general lack of concern for the 
public. The fear of liability so 
haunted the U.S. nuclear weapons 
establishment that contractors to 
the AEC demanded and got com- 
plete immunity from liability, even 
for gross negligence or violation 
of contract. Concern about liabil- 
ity seems to have canied over to 
the human experiments. For in- 
stance, Dr. Charles Edington wrote 
' the following when he approved 
the irradiation of the testicles of 
prisoners in Washington and Or- 
egon State prisons in from 1963 
to 1971: 

"All of our mammalian work 
has been carried out to get a bet- 
ter idea of radiation effects on germ 
cells and spermatogenesis, etc., with 

experimenter 

"I wonder about the possible 
carcinogenic effects of such treat- 
ments."" 

The Road From Here 
There are a number of ways 

the DOE and the Clinton admin- 
istration can respond to outcry over 
the experiments. Stepping back 
from full disclosure by all the in- 
stitutions involved, both public and 
private, is not one of them. It is 
too late for that. But they could 
choose to treat the experiments as 
a narrow matter, resolved by re- 
leasing a minimum of documen- 
tation and by treating and 

poor and sometimes appalling. 
Even after clear evidence of fab- 
ricated data and shocking mistakes 
of basic math have been exposed, 
neither the DOE nor its contrac- 
tors have analyzed the nature of 
the underlying problems that have 
led to the poor work. 

The Clinton administration 
should use this occasion to open a 
sorely needed national debate on 
science, ethics, environmental pro- 
tection and clean-up, and nuclear 
weapons. There are at least six 
dimensions to such a debate: 

1. The causes of the poor quality 
of much of the science involving 
health and environmental issues 
within the nuclear weapons 
complex and its impact on the 

On June 12-18, 1994, Student Pugwash USA will hold its 8th International 
Conference at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. The Con- 
ference will bring together 100 students from around the world with leaden 
from academe, government and NGOs for a week of intensive exploration of 
the social and ethical implications of science and technological advancement. 
For more information, call (202) 328-6555 or I-800-WOW-A-PUG (students 
only). 

Three Mile Island national nuclear waste and radiation monitoring confer- 
ence for activists. March 26-27. For info call (717) 233-7892. 

2. The ethics of using Hcience and 
technology to produce weapons 
of mass destruction. 

See "Experiments"-+. 7 

'OU.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, Final Report to 
Joint Chiefs of Staff Evaluation Board for 
Operation Crossroads (JCS-1691n. RG- 
218) Modem Military Branch, National 
Archives. Washington, D.C. 1947. 

"Charles C. Edington. "Effec.ts of Ionizing 
Radiation on the Testicular Function in 
Man," Summary Review of Research 
Proposal. 14April 1963. 
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3. The ethics of building, 
threatening to use, and actually 
using such weapons. 

4. The effects upon universities and 
other institutions of research and 
learning resulting from secrecy 
and dependence on military 
contracting. 

5. The ways in which scientific 
inquiry and technological 
innovation impose risks upon 
populations and the environment, 
and the nature of the democratic 
processes necessary for informed 
consent. Such a debate must 
include cases where there may 
be uncertainty about the 
dimensions of the risk, and who 
bears the burden of proof in case 
of suspected injury or ecological 
damage - those doing and 
financing the experiments or 

r\ those upon whom the risk is 
imposed. 

6. The subjective aspects of the 
scientists' role in these human 

The Clinton 
administration should 

use this occasion to 
open a. ..national 
debate on science, 

ethics, environmental 
protection and 

clean-up, and nuclear 
weapons. 

radiology, radiobiology, and 
health physics who knew about 
these experiments and used their 
results. Normally, the interplay 
between the needs and desires 
of scientists and their 
observations is hidden. But it is 
dramatically transparent in the 
conduct of these human 
experiments. It should become 
a part of the historic debate on 
science and policy occasioned 
by them. 

Project to supportgrassroots 
groups working on nuclear 
weaponsproduction,testing 
and clean-up issues. 

w Portsmouth Residents law- 
suit, for neighbors of this 
DOE uranium enrichment 
facility. 

Project to declare plutonium 
a waste. 

Rongelap Rehabilitation 
Project to assess the habit- 
ability of Rongelap Atoll. 

Mound lawsuit for neigh- 
bors of the DOE'S Mound 
Plant, near Dayton, Ohio. 

Production of The Nuclear 
Power Deception, a book 
on nuclear power issues. 

experiments must be re- Secretary O'LearY' has already 
w Production of source-book examined. In most cases the taken the highly unusual step of on global environmental health of the subjects was not %king ethicists to assist her de- and health effects of nu- of enduring or substantial interest p-ent in the process of evalu- 

to the researchers or to their sting the human experiments, 
clear weapons production 

colleagues in the professions of releasing the information. and dobe 
for IPPNW. - 

fitting if such a wide-ranging fun- decommissioning issues 
damental enquiry were to be vig- for Native Americans for 
orously advocated by the DOE. a Clean Environment. 

who believe they may have 
been subjects of radiation ex- 
perimentation. The volume of 
the calls is tremendous; the 
DOE now has 36 operators. Credits for this Issue 
If you believe you were a sub- 
ject in a radiation experiment, 
you can call 1-800-493-2998. 2. Review of tables on cleanup standards: Michael Boyd, EPA and 
Veterans should call 1-800- Christine Dally, NRC 
827-0365. . Production: Sally Jams  of Cutting Graphics, Washington, D. 
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WATER 
(EPA Standards) 

CURRENTSTANDARDS PRO~OSEDSTANDARDS 

I Nuclide MCL' I Nuclide MCLG~ MCL 

Combined radium-226 
and radium-228 5 picocuriesfl Radium-226 

Gross alpha activity 15 picocuriesfl Radon-222 
(including radium-226 but 
excluding radon and uranium) Uranium 

zero 20 picocuriesniter 

zero 20 picocuriesniter 

zero 300 picocuriesfliter 

zero 30 picocuriesfliter 

Beta and photon emitters zero 4 millirem TEDE yr3 
(excluding radium-228) 

Beta and photon emitters 4 millirem 
TEDEIyear Adjusted gross emitters zero 15 picocuriesfliter 

(excluding radium-226, 
uranium. and radon-222) 

I MCL is the Maximum ConIaminant Level. This is the permissible level of a contaminant in public water. 
'MCLG isaMaximumContaminan1 Level Goal.Thelev~lofacon~aminant in publicdrinking water at which no known or anticipatedadvene 

effect on the health of persons would occur, and allowing an adequate margin of safety. MCLGs arc not enforccablc. 
' TEDE is the Total-bodv Effective Dose Euuivalent (also written EDE). A TEDE is a wei~hting factor for regulatory purposes that converts - - . .. . 

the dose received by &organ to a whole 6ody dose; 
Sources: For current concentrations, 41 FR (Eederal Register) 28404, July 9.1976. For proposed concentrations, 56 FR 33050, July 18, 1991. 

SURFACE 
(Equipment and Building Surfaces, NRC Guidelines) 

NUCLIDEa CONCENTRATION 
(in disintegrations per minuteb / 100 square centimeters)' 

Averaged Maximume Removable 

Natural Uranium, Uranium-235, Uranium-238, 5,000 15,000 1 . m  
and associated decay products alpha alpha alpha 

Transuranics, Radium-226, Radium-228, 
Thorium-230, Thorium-228, Protactinium-23 1, 100 300 20 
Ac-227, Iodine-125, Iodine-129 

Natural Thorium, Thorium-232, Strontium-90, 
Radium-223, Radium-224, Uranium-232 1,000 3000 200 
Iodine- 126, Iodine- 13 1, Iodine- 133 

Beta-gamma emitters 
(nuclides with decay modes other than alpha 
emission or spontaneous fission) except 5,000 15,000 1000 
Strontium-90 and others noted above. 

'Where surface contamination by both alpha and beta-gamma emitting nuclides exists, the limits established for alpha and gamma emitting 
nuclides should aodv indeoendentlv. 

%suscdinthistab~~dpm(d~invegra~onspcrminute)meanstherateofemission by radioactive material asdetermined by c~rrectin~thecounts 
per minute obsened by an appropriate detector for background, efficicnc), and geometric factors associated with the instrumentation. 

' o n e  oicocurie is about 2 disinte&ations oer minute (dam). 100 s a u m  centimetenis about 0.1 sauare foot. . .  . 
~ M w u r e m e n t s  of average contaminants ihould not be averaged over more than I m'. 
'The maximum contamination levels applies to an m a  of no more than 100 cm2 
Source: U.S. NRC. "Guidelines for Decontamination of Facilities and Eaui~ment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use of Termination of 

Licenses for Bypmduct. Source, or Special Nuclear Material." Policy and duidance ~ i rec t ive  FC 83-23, Division of Indusvial and Medical 
Nuclear Safety, Washington. DC, August 1987. 
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Past issues of Science for Democmtic Action 

Volume I, number I: Winter 1992 
H IEER's Goals and the Democratization of Science 
B Options for Plutonium from Dismantled Nuclear Weapons 
H Recommendations on Radioactive Waste Disposal 

IEER's work on Fernald 

Volume I, number 2: Spring 1992 
H New Evidence on Low-Dose Radiation Exposure 
H ... Which Site is the Cleanest of Them All? 
H The Nuclear Production Complex 

Volume I, number 3: Fall 1992 
H Chelyabisnk: Report on a Trip to a Russian Nuclear Weapons Site 
H T ~ t h  and Caring: The DOE'S Problems with 

Environmental Science 

Volume 2, number I: Winter 1993 
H Biological Damage from Plutonium 
H Plutonium: Deadly Waste of the Nuclear Age 

Volume 2, number 2: Spring 1993 
H Risk Analysis: Only One Tool 

Combatting Involuntary Risk: Sound Science and Freedom 
of Information 

Volume 2, number 3: Fall 1993 
Planning Complex 21: How Many Nuclear Weapons is Enough? 

B Reactor Reincarnation 

If you would like a free copy of any of the above issues. please write to 
IEER. AlTN: SDA 

If p would like this mataLl on computer dise (IBM-emqi&40), 
plb.fB g v e  us a catl; we cw rho send you a disk after each +e. You 
may reprint SDA m&d without conmcting IEm R, that edit 

For a free copy of IEER's Fact Sheet on Incineration of 
Radioactive and Mixed Waste, please send a self- 
addressed stamped envelope to IEER, AlTN: FACT 
SHEET. 

W W P  
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measures, radioactive contamina- 
tion at a site may be lessened or 
eliminated. Decommissioning is the 
process of removing a facility from 
service, "cleaning up" a site and 
terminating a license. 

Decommissioning at many sites 
is routine, straightforward and does 
not involve residual contamination 
(contamination left over after the 
clean-up process). For instance, 
sites such as cancer treatment 
centers where radioactive materi- 
als are used in "sealed sources" 
can be decommissioned simply by 
removing the sealed source, leav- 
ing a clean site. 

In contrast, some sites have soils 
and structures with considerable 
levels and volumes of contaminated 
soil, water, andlor buildings. Yet 
there are no comprehensive clean- 
up standards governing the decom- n 
missioning, clean-up and - 
remediation of radioactively con- 
taminated sites in the United States. 
There is a patchwork of guidelines 
and standards covering some is- 
sues and situations, but the vast 
majority of problems have yet to 
be addressed. The centerfold on 
pages 8 and 9 explains the current 
status of cleanup standards for 
decommissioning. 

The difference between guide- 
lines and standards lies in their 
legal power. Standards (also called 
"regulations") have been officially 
promulgated with public comment 
and have the force of law. Guide- 
lines, on the other hand, are pen- - 
erally created on an ad hoc basis. 
They may assume the force of 
standards for specific sites if the 
concerned agency anives at an 
agreement with the site's owner. n 

See "Clean-UD% 11 
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Present guidelines and standards 
do not cover risks from disposal 
or wastes resulting from cleanup; 
they only apply to risks from re- 
sidual contamination after a site 
has been cleaned up, and to the 
risks for clean-up operations them- 
selves. 

The centerfold describes the 
guidelines of the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) as they apply to various 
sites that are currently undergoing 
decommissioning and clean-up. 

Currently there are five sets of 
guidelines or standards: 
1. EPA standards on radium con- 

tamination near uranium mills; 
2. EPA guidelines limiting soil 

contamination of transuranics 
(elements of higher atomic num- 
ber than uranium); 

3. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) guidelines for decommis- 
sioning uranium and thorium 
processing sites; 

4. NRC residual surface contami- 
nation guidelines; and 

5. EPA's drinking water standards. 

These guidelines and clean-up 
standards have been split into three 
tables in the centerfold of this issue. 
The tables show the maximum level 
of contamination in the soil, wa- 
ter or surface (of buildings or equip 
ment) at a given site. The text below 
explains the five broad categories 
of guidelines or standards. 

1. Radium near uranium mills1 
Under the Uranium Mill Tail- 

ings Radiation Control Act 
(UMTRCA) of 1978, the EPA sets 
a limit of 5 picocuries of radium- 
226 per gram of soil (in addition 
to background  level^)^ for the top 

15 centimeters of soil. For soil 15 
centimeters and below, the limit 
is 15 picocuries per gram, in ad- 
dition to background? Background 
levels are generally in the range 
of 1 to 2 picocuries per gram. These 
regulations only apply to sites rec- 
ognized as falling under UMTRCA, 
though they may be applied to other 
sites, as determined on a site-by- 
site basis. 

-- 

There are no 
comprehensive 

clean-up standards 
governing 

the decommissioning, 
clean-up and remedi- 
ation of radioactively 
contaminated sites in 

the United States. 

2. ~ransuranium elements 
contamination 

EPA recommends that a rea- 
sonable "screening level" for tran- 
suranic elements (elements heavier 
than uranium) could be reached 
by a soil contamination of no more 
than 0.2 microcuries per square 
meter for samples collected at the 
surface to a depth of 1 centimeter 
and for particle sizes under 2 
millimeters. This level of contami- 
nation is derived from a continu- 
ous annual dose rate of 1 millirad 
per year to the lung. According to 
EPA, this dose rate would result 
in 10 premature cancer deaths for 
a population of 100,000. The con- 
tinuous annual dose rate to the 
bones would be about 3 millirad 
per year, resulting in about 6 pre- 
mature cancer deaths for the same 
p~pulation.~ 

3. NRC guidelines for uranium 
and thorium contamination at 
processing sites 
' 

In 1981 the Nuclear Regula- 
tory Commission came out with a 
paper known as the "Branch Tech- 
nical Positi~n"(BTP)~ which gave 
guidance for disposal or on-site 
storage of soil contaminated with 
thorium and uranium. These guide- 
lines were developed in particular 
for sites where large volumes of 
contamination existed hut where 
radioactivity was believed to be 
low enough to justify disposal. 

Of the five original disposal and 
storage options in the BTP, only 
the first 2 options (requiring re- 
lease of the site for unrestricted 
use) have been retained in the 1992 
"Action Plan" (see "SDMP" sites, 
below). These options are known 
as "option 1" and "option 2." Under 
option 1 there are no restrictions 
regarding the method of burial, 
whereas under option 2 the mate- 
rial has to be buried at a depth 
of at least 4 feet below the surface 
if it can be demonstrated that 
there will be no migration of 

See "Clean-up"-+. 12 

'StandardsforCleanupofLandandBuildings 
Contaminated with Residual Radioactive - 
Sites. 40 CFR 192.12. 
'"Backgmundlevel"istheamountofradium- 
226 oresent in the soil due to naturallv 
ocurring uranium. 

'UMTRCA is Public Law 95-604. The EPA 
regulations areoutIinedin40CFR 192.The 
DOE has used this regulation in the 
remediation of  some iites under its 
"‘Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action 
Program" (FUSRAP). 

'"Persons Exposed to Transuranium 
Elements in the Environment: Federal 
Radiation Protection Guidance on Dose 
Limits" (42FR60956;November30.1977). 
We assume a soil density of 1.6 grams1c.c. 
This level of contamination comesponds to 
an average of about 1 1  picocurieslgram of 
soil. 

'Disposal or On-site Storage of Residual 
ThoriumandUraniumfmmPastOpemtions. 
(46FR52061.October23, 1981). 
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contamination. Natural uranium is 
not included in option 2 because 
of possible radon-222 (a uranium 
daughter) emanations. which would 
result in higher-than-allowable ex- 
posure of individuals in private resi- 
dences if houses were built over 
buried materials. 

4. Building and Equipment 
Contamination" 

As with soil contamination, the 
NRC requires the licensee to make 
a reasonable effort to eliminate 
residual contamination from the 
site. Upon request the NRC may 
allow the licensee to give up 
ownership of buildings and equip- 
ment with contamination in excess 
of the limits specified. In that case, 
the licensee must give detailed 
information on the nature, loca- 
tion and degree of residual con- 
tamination and show that this 
contamination is unlikely to result 
in health and safety risks to the 
public. 

Along with acceptable surface 
contamination levels, the NRC 
gives instructions for assessing 
levels of contamination for the 
interior of equipment not acces- 
sible to measuring instruments. The 

%~uidelinesforDecontaminationofFacilities 
and Equipment Prior to the Release for 
Unrestricted UseorTermination oflicenses 
for By-product. Source. or Special Nuclear 
Material. Policy and Guidance Directive 
FC83-23.DivisionofInduslrialandMedical 
Nuclear Safety. August 1987. 

'Maximum contaminant levels for radium- 

inside of a pipe, for example, must 
be assessed in this way, since the 
radioactivity within the pipe will 
not be directly measured. 

5. Water contamination7 
The NRC proposes that EPA's 

maximum contaminant level stan- 
dards for radionuclides in public 
water (cited in EPA's "National 
Primary Drinking Water Stan- 
d a r d ~ " ~ )  should be used for pro- 
tection of surface water and 
groundwater. New standards have 
been proposed by EPA for the 
radionuclides! The new standards 
are scheduled to be put into force 
on April 30, 1995. 

SDMP Sites 
The NRC provided decommis- 

sioning guidance in the 1990 "Site 
Decommissioning Management 
Plan" (SDMP) and in the April 
1992 document "NRC Action Plan 
to Ensure Timely Cleanup of 
SDMP Sites." Both documents, 

published as "NUREG-1444" in 
October 1993, provide a cleanup 
strategy for sites where no pro- - 

duction operations are taking place 
and which meet certain criteria, 
among them: 1 )  there are large 
amounts of contaminated soil that 
are difficult to remediate, and 2) 
there is contamination or poten- 
tial contamination of the ground- 
water from on-site wastes. The five 
standards and guidelines listed 
above apply to these sites. 

Nuclear power reactors and tho- 
rium mills are excluded form this 
plan, since they are already cov- 
ered by separate regulations. The 
five standards and guidelines listed 
above (excluding number 1, "ra- 
dium near uranium mills") apply 
to these sites. 

The Future of Cleanup 
In addition to the cleanup stan- 

dards described above, the Depart- 
ment of Energy (DOE) has dose 

See "Clean-up"-+. 13 

226. radium-228. gross alpha particle 
radioactivity in community water syslems. 
Maximum conlaminant levcls for beta 
panicleandphotonradioactivity fromman- 
made radionuclides i n  Low-level radioactive waste burial markers in Barnwell, 
systems. (41 FR 28404. July 9. 1976). 

W~ationalPrimaryDnnkint:WaterStandards. S.C. Each headstone marks a large trench containing 
(40 CFR Pan 141 ). 

VNational Primary Drinking Waler 
commercial, industrial and medical radioactive waste. n 

Regulali~ms: Radionuclides. (ShFR 33050, 
FROUTHE BOM( A T W R I I N  THEUELDSOFTHEBDMB BY ROBERT OEL TREDICI. 

July 18 1991). CDPIRSOHTO l P B l B I  ROBERT OELTREOiCl REPRINTED@" PERMISSION OF HARPERCOLLINS PUBLISHERS 
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standards in effect to protect the 
public from DOE facilities still in 

I operation. These standards do not 
currently apply to cleanup, or even 

I to low-level waste disposal for 
materials with half-lives in the 

i hundreds of years or more. How 
these standards may be applied to 

I future cleanup operations of DOE 
L 
i 
i. sites is unclear. 

As the centerfold shows, there 
are some proposed standards for 
water, but not for soil or surfaces. 
The process of developing stan- 
dards is a complex one, potentially 
involving a number of approaches. 
For example, standards may be 
based on risk or dose limits, lim- 
its on concentration of radionu- 
clides, or a combination of these 
methods. 

The EPA currently plans to 
publish draft cleanup standards in @ the fall of 1994 and to release its 
final standards in the fall of 1995. 
The NRC "staff draft" of proposed 
clean-up standards would estab- 
lish a dose limit of 15 millired 
year, with a target of 3 millired 
year, and are in sharp contrast to 
the 170 milliredyear dose allowed 
under Option 2 in the BTP. Until 
that time, cleanup will rely on the 
standards and guidelines listed in 
the centerfold. 

Additional Information 
Mahoney, K., and Murakami, 

L. 1993. Farewell to Arms: Clean- 
ing Up Nuclear Weapons Facili- 
ties. National Conference of State 
Legislatures: Denver, CO and 
Washington, DC. $15.00. Call 
(303) 830-2200. 

Makhijani, A. and Saleska, S. 
1992. High-level Dolhrs, Low-level 
Sense. A report for the Institute 

- - 

gation. We presume he will return quite soon. 

I 
for Energy and Environmental (EPA 402-R-93-084) September 
Research. Apex Press: New York. 1993, Office of ~adiat ion and 
Send a check for $15.00 to: IEER, Indoor Aii: Washington, DC. Call 
6935 Laurel Ave., Takoma Park, (202) 233-9354. 
MD 20912. 

U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 1993. Issues Paper on Ra- 
diation Site Cleanup Regulations. 

ERRATA 

Plutonium: Deadly Gold of the Nuclear Age 

Please note the following 
changes for Plutonium: Deadly 
Gold of the Nuclear Age, Inter- 
national Physicians Press, Cam- 
bridge, Mass., 1992. Some of 
these changes are corrections, 
while others are necessitated by 
more recent information. The 
changed words or phrases are 
underlined. 

p. 4: The third line from the 
bottom should explain that plu- 
tonium has 15 isotopes, not 13. 

p. 37: The fust line of the 
second paragraph under China 
should read: Replace the word 
Lanzhou with Guangyuan. 

p. 43: Table 2.3, the figures 
for La Hague, France should 
read: Belgium 1.17: France 15.7; 
Germanv 14.58: Japan 1.17; 
Netherlands 0.67: Switzerland 
1.11. for a total of 34.4 metric 

from Marcoule is 5.6 metric tons. 
p. 43: The date on the last 

line in the notes should be 1991. 
p. 69: Second to last line from 

the bottom, the plutonium pro- 
duction figures for Marcoule, 
should be 11.6 tons. including 
an estimated 6 tons of ~ lu to-  
nium for militarv purposes. 

p. 71: Table 3.3, under head- 
ing "Sr-90+Cs-137 curies" for 
La Hague should be 204 mil- 
h, and for Marcoule should 
be 70 million curies. 

p. 75: In the first line of the 
third paragraph, the figure 223 
million was an error in the 
English translation. It should be 
changed to 22.3 million. This 
does not include wastes dis- 
charged to Lake Karachay. 

p. 85: Second to last line, 
change 1 kilogram to 10 kilo- 

-. -. 
p. 43: Table 2.3, the figures For new plutonium data re- 

for k o u l e  should read: France fer to: .41bright, D., F. Berkhout, 
5.6 metric tons: S ~ a i n  zero (plu- and W. Walker. 1993. World 
tonium from the Vandellos re- Inventory o f  Plutonium and 
actor in Spain belongs to France). Highly ~nn'ched Uranium, 1992. 
The total for civilian plutonium Oxford University Press. 
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Arithmetic A - 
forActivists 

#6 

Solution to the Problem in SDA 
volume 2, number 3 

Last issue's Science Challenge 
introduced readers to "dose con- 
version factors." The Challenge was 
as follows: 

Suppose you spent 8 hours 
walking in the vicinity of a ura- 
nium mill where the concentration 
of insoluble natural uranium in the 
air was known to be 3 picocuries 
per cubic meter. While you were 
out walking, you realized that you 
forgot your water-bottle at home. 
You stumbed across a well, where 
you drank 2 liters of water. As 
luck would have it, the well was 
contaminated with insoluble natu- 
ral uranium (uptake fraction of 
0.002) at a concentration of 
1,000,000 picocuries per liter. What 
would be the dose due to inhala- 
tion? Due to ingestion? 

ANSWER: (A) Inhalation. As 
explained in the last issue of SDA, 
the average adult male inhales 
almost I cubic meter per hour 
during the typical day. Since you 
were walking for 8 hours, we as- 
sume you inhaled about 8 cubic 
meters of contaminated air (8 hours 
x 1 cubic meterhour). Given a 
concentration of 3 picocuries per 
cubic meter, we know you inhaled 
24 picocuries during the day (8 

Nine people sent in replies 
to the Science Challenge in the 
last issue. There were 5 cor- 
rect answers (we didn't count 
the ingestion question since 
most readers found it confus- 
ing; see "Oops!"). Congratu- 
lations! We drew lots for the 
$25 prize from among the 
correct answers, and the win- 
ner is Ernest Goitein of 
Atherton, CA. Everyone who 
entered the contest will receive 
a $10.00 prize. Be sure to solve 
the new problem in this issue 
of Science for Democratic 
Action and send it in. 

cubic meters x 3 picocuriesl 
cubic meter). Turning to the techno- 
weenie pinup in the last news- 
letter, you will see that insol- 
uble natural uranium has a dose 

conversion factor of 0.125 millireml 
picocurie (1,000 millirem equals 
1 rem) for inhalation. So your dose 
was 24 picocuries x 0.125 mil- 
liredpicocurie, or 3 millirem. 

(B) Ingestion. You ingested a 
total of 2,000,000 picocuries of 
insoluble natural uranium (2 liters 
of water x 1,000,000 picocuries). 
By turning to the pinup, you will 
find that insoluble natural uranium 
has a dose conversion factor of 
0.0000249. So your dose from 
drinking the water would be the r\ 
number of picocuries you ingested 
(2,000,000) times the uptake frac- 
tion (0.0000249), giving a dose of 
49.8 millirem, or 50 millirem 
when rounded. 

Oops! The uptake fraction, or 
the rate at which your body ab- 
sorbs the uranium, is 0.002. How- 
ever, this is already built into the 
dose conversion factor, which is 
based on the amount ingested. The 
uptake fraction is given as an added 
bit of information, not to be used 
in the equation. Because a num- 
ber of people used the uptake frac- 
tion in the equation, we decided 
not to count this part of the sci- 
ence challenge. The uptake frac- 
tion simply identifies the solubility 
of the material in a way that is 
more meaningful when ingestion 
is considered. n ,  
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How to solve the problem and WIN SOME BUCKS...Jt's easy! 
Look at the technoweenie centerfold, found on pages 8-9. There you will 
find three tables; they show the levels at which contaminated water, soil, 
and surfaces need to be cleaned up. Look fust at the table on water. There 
are both current and proposed cleanup standards, given in "picocuries per 
liter." Remember that picocuries are a measure of radioactivity. All you 
need to do now is read the table and compare the cleanup standards to the 
picocuries per liter of radium-228 in the lake water sample. 

I 

The Science Challenge is a regular Science for Democratic Action feature. There is no way to learn 
arithmetic except to do it! We offer 25 prizes of $10 to people who send in solutions to all parts of 
the problem, right or wrong. There is one $25 prize for a correct entry. Work the problem and 
submit the answer to Ellen Kennedy, IEER, 6935 Laurel Avenue, Takoma Park, MD 20912. If 
more than 25 people enter and there is more than one correct entry, the winners will be chosen at 
random. The deadline for submission of entries is April 15, 1994. People with science, math, or 
engineering degrees are not eligible. 

lev 
You just bought a new home with a view of a lake. After you close the deal, you learn 
that the lake may have been contaminated by a nearby natural thorium-232 processing 
facility. You take a sample from the lake, which reads 10 picocuries of radium-228 per 
liter (radium-228 is a "daughter" of thorium-232, or a product of the decay of thorium- 
232). Is the lake water above or below current Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) 
standards? Proposed MCL standards? If so, by how much in each case? 
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The Institute for Energy and We gratefully acknowledge the 
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